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The reviewed volume is the se ond edition of the seminal book, whi h was
rst published in 1994. Be ause of in reasing interest and many new advan es
in the theory and appli ations of extreme and rare events, the new edition is
greatly expanded and

arefully revised. The entire new part about theory of

multivariate extremes is added. Additionally, a lot of new results from various
sour es in statisti al literature are in orporated into other parts.

The main

aim of the rst edition was to fo us on a mathemati ally oriented development
of the theory underlying all appli ations.

In the se ond edition this attitude

is strengthened, e.g. the se tion on the statisti al software Xtremes from rst
edition was transferred to another book.

In almost all

hapters the authors

develop a general theory rst and then they apply this theory to spe i

subelds

and present examples of appli ations.
The law of small numbers is the well known result in the probability theory.
It

onstitutes the approximation of binomial distribution with a small probabil-

ity of su

ess in ea h run, by appropriate Poisson distribution. Famous example

is the number of

avalrymen killed by friendly horse-ki k, whi h was given in the

fundamental book  The law of small numbers  by Ladislaus von Bortkiewi z.
In this example the frequen ies of number of

avalrymen killed in ten parti ular

regiments of the Royal Prussian army over the twenty year period t quite well
to some Poisson distribution.
The authors start the Part I of their book with the history mentioned above
in order to develop a parti ular extension of the law of small numbers,

alled by

them the fun tional laws of small numbers. This extension links some dierent
elds, like nonparametri

regression analysis and extreme value theory.

The

on ept is based on the following reasoning, provided by the authors: suppose
that we are interested in a random sample of independent, identi ally distributed
(iid) elements whi h fall into a given subset of the sample spa e. This sample
may be des ribed by the trun ated empiri al point pro ess and if the probability of falling into the subset is small enough, then we

ould approximate this

trun ated point pro ess by a Poisson point pro ess. If the mentioned subset is
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lo ated in the

entre of the distribution, the link to regression analysis may be

established. Otherwise, if the subset is at the border, the extreme value theory
is more appropriate. In the next

hapter authors present results in the extreme

value theory, whi h are based on the
lying density fun tion is in the

ondition that the upper tail of the under-

δ -neighbourhood of a generalized Pareto distribu-

tion. Then, starting from the example of regression analysis, where

onditional

distribution fun tion is established, the relation between Poisson approximation
of trun ated empiri al point pro esses and redu tion of

onditional statisti al

problems to un onditional ones is dis ussed.
Part II was added in the se ond edition of the book. In this part the developments in multivariate extreme value theory based on the Pi kands representations of extreme value distributions is dis ussed. The authors start from the
basi

theory of multivariate maxima. They study the limiting distributions of

omponentwise dened maxima of independent identi ally distributed
random ve tors. These
bution fun tions whi h

onsiderations lead them to so

d-variate

alled max-stable distri-

ould be represented as the de Haan-Resni k and the

Pi kands representations.

Similarly to the univariate

ase, the multivariate,

generalized Pareto density fun tions are also introdu ed.

Su h density fun -

tions are among the most innovative and fruitful topi s during the last years.
The Pi kands approa h is dis ussed in detail in next

hapters.

Based on the

Pi kands representation of multivariate extreme value density fun tions, the
spe tral de omposition of multivariate density fun tions into univariate ones
using the Pi kands
Then,

oordinates like distan e and (pseudo)angle is presented.

onditions and results from the univariate setting to the multivariate one

are dire tly transferred. In the next

hapter, the

onsiderations are restri ted

to bivariate random ve tors. Su h approa h allows to study the properties of
distributions in more detailed way. For example, the tail dependen e parameter, whi h measures the tail dependen e between two random variables, and the
test for tail independen e are introdu ed. Also for these problems the Pi kands
approa h turns out to be very fruitful.

This part of the book nishes with

supplementary dis ussion on point pro ess approa h used for ex eedan es and
upper order statisti s.
Part III is devoted to development of the rare events theory for non iid observations. Appli ations of this theory may be found in risk analysis, tele ommuni ation modelling and nan e investigations. The authors start from some examples whi h provide motivation extension of the

lassi al extreme value theory

for iid sequen es to a theory of non iid sequen es. They introdu e some
of various non iid sequen es.

lasses

Then the general theory of extremes and ex e-

edan es of high boundaries by nonstationary random sequen es is introdu ed.
In the following

hapter the results for stationary and lo ally stationary Gaus-

sian pro esses are dis ussed. Espe ially interesting in
approximations may be the relation between the

ase of simulations and

ontinuous Gaussian pro ess

and its dis rete approximation. Then the dis ussion about some extensions to
general rare events is provided. In su h

ase the authors use triangular arrays of
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the rare events approa h. In the last

hapter a few nonstandard appli ations of

the previously developed theory are summarized, like the statisti al estimation
of the

luster distribution and of the extremal index in a stationary situation.

The reviewed book provides a very good survey of theory and appli ations of
extremes and rare events. The readers should be very familiar with basi

theory

of probability. Additional knowledge in point pro esses and Gaussian pro esses
may be also useful. The theory presented in this book is very detailed, developments dis ussed are quite diverse and the des ribed results are very various.
The mathemati al rigour of notation is worth stressing, like the mathemati al
stri tness of the language. However, some titles of se tions are more popularly
written (like Why the Hellinger Distan e?, for example). Almost every hapter
onsists of introdu tory theory, review of mathemati al results, like proven lemmas and theorems, and presentation of some appli ations where the dis ussed
theory is used.
The book, as a monograph of some sort, is useful for both students and
resear hers. Taking into a

ount the wide range of the results and the theory

itself presented in this book, it should be re ommended for readers interested
in various avours of the theory and appli ations of extremes and rare events.
Ma iej Romaniuk
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